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Love's Labors
Dir. Dahlia Sosa (México-2017) 2 min.
An audiovisual exploration about the love-work
binomial

Gafe
Dir. Edlyn Castellanos (México-2018) 6 min.
Gafe is the story of a Mexican couple who
decide to go looking for the American dream.

Que la Nación me lo demande
Dir. Jorge Bordello (México-2018) 6 min.
That the nation asks me is a fiction undressed.
The president of the Republic, voluntarily resigns
his investiture.
The public does not have an anger for this
gesture. They are the Mexicans of a film industry
that has survived in scarcity. Everyone, every six
years, participate in an erotic comedy to make the garments fly. And, finally, discover the less
political body.
NERIVELA
Dir. Miguel Ferraez (México-2017) 16 min.
Thirty years ago, Rodolfo Neri Vela became the
first mexican astronaut and helped establish the
mexican telecomunications system. Around the
same time on planet earth, Isaac Asimov spoke

in the PBS show World of Ideas and shared some quasi-utopian predictions about the future of
internet, education and comunications.
Thirty years later, Dr.NeriVela explores the cyberspace and compares Asimov's conclusions
with the fruits of the world he helped shape.
Filmador e Hijo
Dir. Antonio Bunt (México-2018) 5 min.
Filmador e Hijo narrates the misadventures of
an immature man who enters to work in a
cinematographic laboratory where he puts the
nerves of end to all his new companions until
he makes a surprising discovery

De la naturaleza del hueso
Dir. Elena Pardo (México-2018) 3 min.
The concept of memory and image are mixed
in this piece to reveal the continuity in the
justifications that the Mexican Government
issues to perpetuate violence.

Uroboros
Dir. Antonio Arango (México-2018) 9 min.
Ouroboros (Uróboros in spanish) is a symbol
that is represented with an animal (generally
of form or proximity to a serpent) that engulfs
its own tail. It symbolizes the eternal effort,
eternal struggle or useless effort; the cyclical
nature of things. The eternal return that
begins again despite the actions to prevent it.
From Nietzsche's texts about the Eternal Return (present in Thus Spoke Zarathustra and
especially in the essay La gaya ciencia) the film project reflects on the History and the injustices
that were on the events that took place in Mexico (October 1968). These events keep repeating
and manifesting themselves in one way or another. History marks us and points out events
with a distance as an unrepeatable past and that has no relation to our present. It is from a
philosophical point of view that we reflect on what this means.

There is an allegory to the Mexican subway because it was part of the Mexican progress at that
time. Even though its planning and construction began much earlier; the Mexican subway was
inaugurated in 1969.
The film uses audios from a news interview to the Mexico City Mayor (1968) and actual Mexico
President with a message about the Ayotzinapa case (2014). There are also manipulation
audios from de candidates for the presidency in Mexico (2018)
A nuestro tiempo
Dir. Annalisa D. Quagliata (México-2018) 7 min.
Appropriation short film that uses images from
the documentary "El Grito" (Mexico, 1968). The
student movement of 1968 in Mexico ends
with a State crime that to date remains
unpunished. The degraded images of "In our
time" are a reflection on the old wounds still
open, the past that defines and reaffirms the
growing state of violence and impunity in
Mexico
No hurgues en los archivos pues no consta
en actas
Dir. Daniel Valdez Puertos (México-2018) 5 min.
Piece that revisits one of the most important
audiovisual documents in the modern history of
Mexico, El Grito (Mexico, 1968).

La Mano Tendida
Dir. Jael Jacobo (México-2018) 6 min.
Short film made from the Leobardo López
Arretche documentary "El Grito", as an analysis
of the hand and its symbolic charge from the
greeting of a child, the V of victory of the
students of Mexico in 1968, the gestures of
power, the students with cameras to film and
photograph the truth. History defragmented through time, converted into an echo to pay
attention to, to apply it in our life as citizens, and above all, as human beings.

Zapatista
Dir. Pablo Romo (México-2018) 2 min.

Zapatista is an experimental short film that
takes up a fragment of the speech that
commander Esther gave in 2001 in front of
the Chamber of Deputies, and that vindicates
the indigenous peoples of Mexico.

¡Allá vienen!
Dir. Ezequiel Reyes Retana (México-2017) 8
min.

Experimental short film about the missing
people in Mexico, young sisters and
brothers, mothers and fathers, daughters
and sons, mexican people lost, in the
recently hard years in Mexico, seen
through found footage of mexican families home movies and the poem: “Los
Muertos” (The Dead) of the mexican poet María Rivera.

